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I.
FOREWORD

Volker Jacobs
Founder and CEO of TI People

Customer Experience has become the new face of
marketing, sales, and customer service. Now Employee
Experience (EX) promises to redefine HR as a peoplesuccess function. There are many reasons to explore the
power of employee experience in greater depth.
And we have. Over the last two years, we have worked
in co-creation with Global 2000 companies to define EX,
prove its business value and understand the cross-silo
nature of it (as well as the resulting ownership complexity).
We’ve identified how to measure EX as well as how to best
manage it within large organizations. Now it’s time to
look back: Which of the massive promises and concepts
of EX have been adopted in large companies? And we
also must look forward. To succeed, companies must
take the path towards providing a better experience to
their employees. Knowing what’s next on this journey is
non-negotiable, and that’s what The State of Employee
Experience research was designed to do. Enjoy reading!
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To succeed, companies
must take the path
towards providing
a better experience
to their employees.

Mark Levy
‘Inventor’ of EX at AirBnB

When I was asked by Brian Chesky (a co-founder at
Airbnb) to reinvent HR with a focus on the employees and
to scale the culture, I felt liberated and inspired. When I
left the company four years later, I was so proud of what
the team and I had designed in making the shift from
HR to Employee Experience. To grow from 500 to 3,000
employees while maintaining low turnover and extremely
high engagement was impressive. But most important was
the impact this shift made; creating a world where anyone

Taking the CX playbook
and applying to the
employees created
a whole new way for
HR to evolve.

can belong anywhere, connecting our employees to the
customer (both hosts and guests) and the communities in
which we operated. Taking the CX playbook and applying
it to our employees created an entirely new way for HR to
evolve. Here we are six years later, and I could not have
foreseen the impact EX would have on Airbnb, let alone
how much the global business community would adopt the
idea. The functions and activities are changing significantly
(though the concept is still fairly undefined), and certainly,
a definitive way to measure its return is needed in order
to codify, justify and create a roadmap for this successful
transition. As such, the research we are sharing here is
critically important to the future of work!
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III.
THE SURVEY

TI People has designed the research layout in partnership with The HR Congress (the
leading HR innovation event) and myHRfuture (the leading HR capability-building
platform), supported by Mark Levy (the inventor of EX as Chief Human Resources
Officer of Airbnb), Jonathan Ferrar and David Green (both directors of Insight222).
The research layout is consistent with Professors John Boudreau and others who
have called for more systematic research on the important concept of employee
experience. It was created in collaboration with the following companies:
Abbott, Affinity, Allianz, Arla, BASF, Bayer, Beiersdorf, Bertelsmann, BMW, Boehringer
Ingelheim, Bosch, Capgemini, Cisco, Citrix, Deutsche Bank, Deutsche Bahn, Dolby,
E.ON, Evonik, Grundfos, ING, KBC, Leoni, Roche, Schlumberger, Solvay, SwissRe,
Tetrapak, and Zalando.
As part of the research, an HR practitioner survey was open from May 1st to June 30th,
2019. Of the collected data, data sets from HR practitioners of large, international
companies with more than 1,000 employees from all parts of the world were used.
The total number of companies involved was 507. The average company size
is 20,000. To analyze the impact of company size on EX, we defined three size
clusters: L (1k-10k employees), XL (10-30k) and XXL (> 30k). Results are shown
per size cluster wherever size had an impact. The HR practitioner survey results
were complemented by interview findings and quotes from senior executives, and
by solutions co-created over the past two years by the companies named above.
Specifically, the business value model of EX, the role model for EX, the definitions
of ‘moments of truth’ and ‘effortless moments’ and the scope of EX for HR functions
were used to inform this research report.
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IV.
THE CEO JOURNEY
TOWARDS TALENT
Nobel economist Milton Friedman’s quote “There is one and only one social
responsibility of business, and that is to … increase its profits” coined top
managers’ priorities for many years. TSR – ‘total shareholder return’ – was their
No. 1 key performance indicator. With industry icons like Jack Welch promoting
the concept and global key CEO influencers like McKinsey on board, an entire
manager generation was trained to center their efforts around TSR. That ‘TSR-only’
perspective changed dramatically: With new technology and the rise of platform
companies like Amazon, Google, Netflix, Spotify and others, ‘customer experience’
(CX) became the key differentiator for companies, seemingly overnight.
The concept of always-on, effortless and instant gratification created by these new
platform companies was powerful enough to disrupt entire industries. With CX
and the move to agile platform businesses came the fourth industrial revolution,
requiring digital, agile skills and an entire new world of work. Consequently, talent
and its engagement, attraction, and retention are the key differentiators for the
company and EX is a new focus for CEOs. Richard Branson has been quoted as
saying: “Customers do not come first. Employees come first. If you take care of your
employees, they will take care of your customers.” Three out of four CEOs agree, and
nine out of ten would give facilitation and management of EX to the CHRO.

In search of a new purpose for corporations
In 1997, the influential ‘Business Roundtable’ (BRT), an association representing
the CEOs of America’s biggest companies, enshrined Total Shareholder Return in a
formal statement of corporate purpose: ‘The paramount duty of management and of
boards of directors is to the corporation’s stockholders.’
This year, they declared the end of shareholder primacy in their landmark ‘Statement
on the Purpose of a Corporation’. It was signed by 181 of the 193 members. In 300
words, the BRT commits to creating value for customers, investing in employees,
fostering diversity and inclusion, dealing fairly and ethically with suppliers,
supporting the communities in which they work, and protecting the environment,
besides generating long-term value for shareholders.
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V.
GROWING CHRO
RESPONSIBILITY
EX is a declared 2019
priority for the CHRO

With three out of four CEOs being a ‘fan’ of
employee experience and nine out of ten seeing
the facilitation and management role for EX in HR,
EX is clearly becoming a priority for the CHRO:
Of our surveyed CHROs, 55% have made EX a

55%

‘declared priority’ for 2019, and 89% agree that EX
is more important now than it was in 2017. Even
more (92%) agree that the importance of EX will
grow between now and 2021. These EX adoption
rates are largely the same across company sizes
and regions, with a small caveat: XXL companies
(> 30,000 employees) seem to have adopted the

EX in 2019 is more important
than it was in 2017

concept of EX a little bit earlier. Compared to L and
XL companies, slightly more XXL companies (95%
vs. 89%) agree that EX in 2019 is more important
than it was in 2017 and slightly fewer (89% vs. 92%)
agree that it will be more important in 2021.

89%

EX in 2021 will be more
important than it is in 2019

Agreement rates per
company size
XXL

92%

Average

95%
89%

More important than in 2017

XXL

89%

Average

92%

More important in 2021
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With these growing responsibilities, EX might

Level of Head of EX

become the next sub-function of HR, just like

C-Level

Analytics did five years ago. Companies are

23%

C-3

14%

installing a central EX team, the size of which
depends on the company size. The average team
size across all company size clusters is 2.8 FTE,
and in XXL companies (> 30k employees) the
C-1

29%

average team size goes up to 4.5 FTE. EX team size
will grow by 13% on average, in XXL companies
by 21%, so that in 2020 team sizes will be 3.1 FTE
(average) and 5.4 FTE (XXL). Most often, the Head
of EX reports to a direct report of the CHRO (34%

C-2

of surveyed companies) or is a direct report

34%

of the CHRO (29%).

Size of central EX teams
(FTE, per company size, 2019 vs 2020)

2.8

2019
Average

3.2

2020

2019
L
2020

2019
XL
2020

2019
XXL
2020

1.5
1.7
3.0
3.2
4.5
5.4
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VI.
TOO GOOD TO BE IGNORED

Now that CHROs have assumed the responsibility to manage and
facilitate the employee experience, they need to set their expectation
level for EX. The theoretical model for the business value of EX was
co-created with HR leadership teams of large companies over the last
two years. In short, EX has two primary levers to impact business value:
engagement and effortlessness.

Engagement
Improve the experience at ‘moments of truth’ – defined as ‘highly
emotionally loaded moments with disproportionate impact on
engagement’ – and engagement will improve. An increase in
engagement – defined as ‘discretionary effort and a higher intent to
stay with a company’ – will improve work productivity (discretionary
effort), retention (intent to stay) and attraction. Engagement accounts
for 55% of the total business value of EX.

ACT

DESIGN

Measure

SHARE
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VI.
Making employee experiences more
effortless pays off

The direct impact of EX on business value is through a more effortless experience for managers and
employees. It accounts for 45% of the total business value. Effortlessness is created by simplifying the
performance management process for managers and by reducing the complexity of internal services
(e.g., the number of approvals for requests, the key-cards you need to get from building A to B, the
process for submitting feedback on your peers).
The potential is high: Managers can save 8.7 hours on average, and employees an average of 7.7 hours
– per month! That is a total of 100 hours per individual per year! Using Eurostat data for the EU, and
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics data for the U.S., the average loaded cost per employee across
all industries is 32.44 USD per hour, for managers 71.25 USD. Assuming the average span of control of
all Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries of 1:10, the average
company of 20,000 employees has the potential to save 71 Million USD per year through EX delivering
a more effortless experience.

EX for Effortlessness: 71 Million USD savings per year
(20,000-employee company)
7.7 hours per month x 32.44 USD per hour x 12 months = 2,997 USD per employee per year
8.7 hours per month x 71.25 USD per hour x 12 months = 7,438 USD per manager per year

Effortlessness within
EX business value tree

A more effortless experience
through EX will give time back
to managers and employees

Discretionary
Effort
Manager time
spent

8.7
Work
Productivity

Managers

7.7

Employee
time spent
Effortless
Experience

Support staff time
spent on HR
End-user adoption
of IT systems
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Employees
Support
Function
Efficiency

h saved per month

VI.
Boosting employee engagement
through EX pays off

The incremental indirect impact of EX on business value is through engagement, accounting for 55%
of the total business value of EX. By providing a thoughtful experience at ‘moments of truth’, you will
increase employee engagement – defined in this survey as ‘discretionary effort’ and ‘higher intent
to stay with the company’. Increased discretionary effort leads to work productivity. The higher intent
to stay with the company leads to higher retention.
And applied in recruitment and the candidate
With that, EX at moments of truth leads to higher work

Sample set of 6 of the 23
defined ‘moments of truth’

productivity, retention and attraction. With agreement

1. I interview with the company

rates of 75%, HR practitioners buy in to this business

5. I first experience my physical

experience, the same mechanism works for ‘attraction’.

value logic. And in more general terms, they agree

workspace

to the fact that where engagement is the result, EX

9. I receive feedback from my

is the cause. In other words, EX is a way to make

manager after 1 month

engagement manageable.

10. My vacation request is
disapproved

If this indirect engagement accounts for 55% of the
total EX, this is a total value of 85 Million USD per year

16. I identify future skills needed

for our 20,000-employee sample company.

17. I contact a potential mentor

EX for Engagement:85 Million USD savings per year
(20,000-employee company)

Engagement within
EX business value tree

EX delivers higher engagement,
and by it business value via
work productivity, retention,
and attraction.

Attraction
& Retention

Experience
at moments
of thruth

Engagement

75%
Work
Productivity

Engagement is the result,
EX is the cause

87%
Discretionary
Effort
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IX.
THE EMPLOYEE
EXPERIENCE INDEX EXI©
The 2019 State of Employee Experience was entitled ‘3… 2… 1… On the Launchpad
from Strategy to Execution’. We have shown that large organizations are embracing
the concept and business value, while some clarity on an EX roadmap and change
management are still missing. To provide that clarity, a common goal, and roadmap,
we have built the ‘Employee Experience Index’ (EXI©). The EXI score is a boardlevel KPI and a leading indicator of your organization’s ability to provide sustained
business value through actively managing the employee experience (EX). It measures
EX impact based on TI People’s proprietary EX data model, its defined ‘moments
of truth’ and ‘effortless moments’. As such, the EXI complements operational
performance KPIs like McKinsey’s Organizational Health Index (OHI).
With the EXI, companies can measure and manage EX at scale in large organizations
while focusing on the few aspects of EX that yield the highest ROI. This enables them
to provide a more effortless experience and to improve employee engagement by
changing the behavior of managers at touchpoints.
Basically, the EXI is three things:
EXI is a validated, benchmarked KPI to measure EX

What?

It is a composite index of EX measured at a limited set of 36 critical
touchpoints of an employee (‘moments of truth’ and ‘effortless
moments’). Measurement is done via one-click online surveys sent to

one population of approximately 1,000 to 2,000 employees (depending on company
size). Continuous measurement is the ambition, but requires system integration;
therefore annual (or quarterly) measurement is possible as well.
EXI is a systematic explanation of good and bad EX in an

Why?

organization
EX is explained by ‘solution blueprints’ to manage EX and by the
company’s maturity in managing EX. It is contextualized

by annual senior stakeholder interviews and can optionally be correlated with
the company’s business results.
EXI is a network of journey owners co-creating solution

How?

blueprints for a better EX
EX co-creation takes place in separate networks for operations,
talent and learning, and recruiting and onboarding.
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